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Jean Bernard 
Léon 

FOUCAULT
(1819-1868)

(1867)

Best-remembered for his 
demonstration of the 
Earth’s rotation using a
67-m pendulum in the 
Panthéon in Paris in 1851

(present 
replication)

age 
20



Léon 
FOUCAULT

•1819      Born in Paris, some
                 childhood stays in Nantes

•1839-44 Medical student 
•1841-46 Daguerreotypes
•1845-62 Reporter for the

                 Journal des Débats
•1845-50 Optics with Fizeau
•1847      Conical pendulum
•1850      Speed of light in

                 air and water
•1851      Pendulum experiment
•1852      Gyroscope
•1855      Foucault currents;

                Appointed ‘physicist’  
                 at Paris Observatory

•1857-64 Silvered-glass 
                 telescope

•1862      Heliostat; absolute
                 measurement of c

•1862-67 Governors
•1865      Optics institute; 

                 lenses
•1867      Falls ills
•1868      Dies in Paris
•1869      Siderostat completed



Beijing Planetarium last Wednesday

3 Foucault-style
telescopes,
including this
one signed by
him !

It is planned to display them
and other telescopes at the 
Beijing Ancient Observatory



1980s :
Working at the Marseilles Observatory 

in south of France

”Take a photograph
and write a paragraph – 

we’ll use them sometime 
to fill a space in the magazine’



It is a lot of work to be brief 
and accurate !

   ►2-page article for Sky & Telescope
 ►36-page article for a scholarly review



What I discovered was :
► Foucault’s 5 major scientific

 achievements
● pendulum (1851) & gyroscope (1852)
● comparison of the speed

of light in air and water (1853)
● development of modern telescope
● measurement of speed of light

in km/s (1862)

► There was no biography of
 Foucault, but he deserved one



Why no biography ?

Partly Napoléon III’s fault
       who promised after 

Foucault’s death in 1868 
 to publish his collected 

scientific works 
( finally published
by Foucault’s mother in 1878 )



“His life presents nothing worth 
telling except the discoveries he made”

From an obituary by one     
of Foucault’s friends     

      Not encouraging for a biographer !

PLUS :   ►Foucault discovered no new laws of
                  physics – just appreciated how rich
                  the known laws were – which makes 
                  him interesting and more representative 
                  of the majority of scientists
                ►amateur – professional switch



So I began researching a biography
 ► Part-time activity alongside my other 

          university research in astronomy
 ► Can’t write the life of a scientist without
talking about his/her science ! 

          Foucault not mathematical and his physics
is very classical, so can be explained in a 

           semi-popular way
 ► Foucault lived all his adult life in Paris ; 

          my wife is from Paris ; gave structure to visits 
there over the years 



 ► Published further articles in case I was 
          knocked down by a bus

 ► Research was mostly in archives and libraries – 
now most of the printed material is available 

 on-line
  ► Occasional letters have survived.

      In the absence of context,  difficult 
           to interpret their meaning
 
        



 ► Searching 15+ years of newspapers for 
Foucault’s journalism on scratched and dirty 

          microfilms, and then reading them, was 
         horrible …
          but very worthwhile for the insights into 
          Foucault’s personality
        



“order, precision and clarity” – Foucault’s journalism

– didn’t hesitate to criticise old (and young) fools
– very critical initially, more moderate with age
– dry humour (“trees must learn to grow faster” ;
   “a great defect in either sight or mind” …)
– grand, lyrical expressions (“the empire of necessity” ;
   “the banquet of life” ; “the sanctuary of the unknown”
– simile and metaphor (“the isthmus of the throat”)
– some very modern concerns (tastelessness of white
   bread and white sugar ; need for reforestation ; 
   dangers of monocultures) 
– insights into his own experiments
– occasional comments on politics (e.g. 1848 revolution)



 ► Contacted sister’s descendants – 
very well received ; 
some new 
information ; 
some frustrations

  ► Approximately 1986 – 1998 

The research finished, it was time
to write the book.



As a research scientist I publish my
results in articles in scientific journals

Authors are now 
expected to typeset
(LaTeX) and 
illustrate their 
articles themselves!

(available on http://archive.org if you have a VPN)

(1996, 128 pages)



We live in a visual age – I wanted
plenty of illustrations to make book
attractive as well as informative



→ I chose the layout 
     Margin allows for three illustration widths

Less important or poorer-quality
illustrations can go in the margin !



Four categories of illustration
 ► Photographs of surviving 

     instruments etc. in 
museums, sometimes 
with a reproduction fee 
to pay

 ► Items provided 
     by the family

                          



Four categories of illustration

 ► Woodcuts etc. from 19th-century publications
(often bought cheaply from bouquinistes)

 ► Line diagrams (drawn by me)



Line diagrams – done in PostScript
►Most computer graphics software is for 
   drawing pictures with an electronic pen

 ►PostScript – programming language which
    computes where to make marks on the page

 ►With PostScript, set up a mathematical
model of the system and then adjust
parameters e.g. to get the best viewpoint



%%%%%%%%% PARAMETERS TO FIDDLE WITH %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
/theta { 25  } def        %  Defintion of the viewing direction. Rotn about y'
/phi {  230  } def         %     "       "  "     "        ".     Rotn about z
/R { 60 } def                  %  Radius of Earth orbit, in mm

/arrowdensity { 0.5 } def      % value for setgray for velocity arrows

/x 0 def                       % heliocentric equatorial rectangular coords
/y 0 def
/z 0 def
  /cosphi { phi cos } def 
  /sinphi { phi sin } def
  /costheta { theta cos } def
  /sintheta { theta sin } def

% We are only actually interested in ydoubleprime and zdoubleprime 

% Rotate by phi around z axis
/xprime { x  cosphi mul y sinphi mul add } def
/yprime { y cosphi mul x  sinphi mul sub } def
/zprime { z } def

PostScript







Finding a publisher
 ►Advised not to delay, partly to 
thwart possible competition 
(proved good advice)

  ► Obtain grants e.g. for reproduction rights
 ►Tried Cambridge University Press c. 1998 
  ► Sent in my proposal before Christmas :

     luckily it got lost !
  ► Each commissioning editor deals with

  about 50 books a year  he/she will →
  devote about 3 days in total to your book !



Critical points in the contract :
  Publisher wanted 

 ► control of title
 ► control of retail price 
 ► rights for the ‘natural term of copyright’

 (70 years after my death !)
 ► to pay a very small royalty

  I objected to the last two points –  
  publisher immediately gave way

 ► rights reversion clause
 ►double a very small royalty



The actual writing seemed to take forever … 
     Would I take longer to write Foucault’s life than
     he took to live it ?  Not quite, 1986 – 2003 = 17 years

 ►Not a work of ‘historiography’ ; rather
    retell Foucault’s life & work and their
    scientific, political & social contexts

 ►Put in as much personal information as
    I could (newspaper reports essential)

 ►Clear, precise, concise (as for a scientific
    article) but not in ‘international English’

 ►Enjoyable to read



The actual writing seemed to take
forever … 

►First draft was clearly 25% too long
    Target: 352 pages = 22 signatures of  16 pages

►Shortening it much improved the book
   and was surprisingly quick and easy

    More compact English
         Eliminate items of lesser interest 
►The publisher’s copyreader was great



My ex-boss from Marseilles wanted to
translate the book into French to tie in
with an exhibition he was organising 
on Foucault at the Paris Observatory

 ►Manuscript of French 
adaptation ready before 
the English original !

 ►French book published 
         1 year before the

English original !

Published 2002



Published 2003

 ► I didn’t like the title
(‘Proved’) or the price
(£40)

 ►1000 copies printed,
all sold, half to libraries

 ►Reviews were 
complimentary

 ►Rights have reverted 
to me (except French
adaption)



e-Publication ?
 ►Perhaps 800 copies sold at full price ~ £30,000
 ►Same order of public money spent on my

    time/salary as a university professor
 ►Ridiculous !
 ► I wrote to be read, not to receive royalties
 ►Produce a free PDF version in 2019 to tie in

    with 200th anniversary of Foucault’s birth ?
The Man Who Saw the Earth Turn : 
The Life and Science of Léon Foucault, 
Photographer, Journalist, Physicist and Astronomer 



From my point of view,  publisher was 
poor on advertising the book
  – limited to annual catalogues and 
     review copies
  – but did sell all the copies printed
     (i.e. good from the publisher’s
      point of view)
  – authors need to do a lot of work
     themselves if they want their book

to sell



END
Scientific American
1998 July

To learn more about Foucault –
(book is out-of-print – PDF in 2019 ?) 
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